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ABSTRACT
Higher order corrections are calculated for the Lamb shift using an accurate theory
that does not depend on quantum electrodynamics, and which is based on the tensor Taylor
expansion of immediately preceding papers. Higher order corrections are inversely
proportional to powers of the radiation volume and could become the dominant terms if the
radiation volume is small, for example for nuclear physics. ECE2 spin connections are
computed for the Lamb shift.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In immediately preceding papers of this series { 1 - 41} the tensor Taylor expansion
has been developed and applied to ECE2 theory. In. Section 2 the method is applied to
calculate higher order corrections and spin connections of the Lamb shift, using a theory that
does not rely on quantum electrodynamics. It is shown that higher order corrections are
inversely proportional to powers of the radiation volume V. The latter does not appear in the
usual expression for the Lamb shift, which is produced by the same theory as used here for
higher order corrections, and which is very accurate.
This paper is a short synopsis of detailed calculations found in notes accompanying
UFT398 on wVvw.aias.us. Note 398(1) describes the computation ofthe vector spin
connection in ECE2 theory, Notes 398(2) and 398(3) describe the calculation of the higher
order corrections of the Lamb shift using higher order terms of the tensor Taylor series. Note
398(4) gives components of the spin connection vector for the Lamb shift, and Note 398(5)
calculates higher order fluctuation terms.

2. HIGHER ORDER TERMS
In general, it was shown in the preceding paper UFT397 of this series {I - 41}
that the isotropically averaged change in any scalar function f due to the vacuum fluctuation
IS:

where, in Cart· esian coordinates:

When f is the Coulomb potential between the electron and proton of an H atom:
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i )produces higher order corrections to the well known Lamb shift. Here e is the

charge on the proton,

fo

is the vacuum permittivity and r the distance between the

electron and proton.
The spin connection vector
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in ECE2 is defined by:
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where E is the total electric field strength and E the Coulombic electric field strength:
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is the vacuum electric field strength and can be calculated with the tensor Taylor sereis
method. So:
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Similarly, the magnetic spin connection vector can be computed from:
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is the dipole vector potential:

and:

This expression simplifies if vector analysis is used on the classical level:
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However, in the calculation of the Lamb shift on the quantum level, it is assumed that:
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is the Dirac delta function.

where

The Lamb shift can be calculated accurately from the force equation:
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where E is the vacuum electric field strength and -e is the charge on the electron. If it is
assumed that:
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and is calculated by a summation over all
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. From mode theory:
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where V is the radiation volume S .
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In the theory of the Lamb shift ' th e summatiOn
. m
. Eq. (

~ ) is replaced by an integral as

follows:
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From Eqs. ( ).) ) and (

The lower bound of
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is:

and the upper bound is:
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This result gives the Lamb shift accurately to first order in (
However there are higher order terms of the Taylor series (
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The series uses the results from the above calculation:
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A suitable expression for the radiation volume must be used. For example if it is assumed
that:
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If non relativistic orbitals of the H atom are considered, then the expectation values
of r can be used to calculate the radiation volume:
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and so on. It is also possible to use the expectation values of the classical spherical ve>lume
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Finally the vector spin connection components are computed from:
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These spin connection components are computed and graphed in Section 3.

3. NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS.
Section by co author Horst Eckardt.
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Numerical and graphical analysis

The fluctuation averages of higher order are analyzed numerically. In the preceding section the formulas (37-39) were derived for fluctuation radius δr averages of second, fourth and sixth order. The latter two depend on the radiation
valume V . For our example we assume
V =

4
3
π hri
3

(53)

where hri is the mean radius of atomic s states of the Hydrogen atom. The
results are listed in Table 1 for the first three s states. The radii are known
from wave function averages, see Eqs. (42,43). The volumes increase with the
radius. The averages hδr · δri do not depend on radius and are the same for
all states. Higher-order averages are at least 30 order of magnitude smaller.
Interestingly, for the values of the 1s state, the sixth-order term is larger than
the fourt-order term. Normally higher orders should give smaller average values.
This is the case for the 2s and 3s states.
state

hri

V

hδr · δri

(δr · δr)2

(δr · δr)3

1s

3
2 a0

2.095 · 10−30

2.616 · 10−27

3.602 · 10−57

1.341 · 10−56

2s

6a0

1.341 · 10−28

2.616 · 10−27

5.628 · 10−59

5.115 · 10−62

3s

27
2 a0

1.527 · 10−27

2.616 · 10−27

4.941 · 10−60

3.461 · 10−65

Table 1: δr fluctuation averages for s states of Hydrogen in SI units.
On the classical level, the X component of the (normalized) electric Coulomb
field is
EX = −
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Using the isotropic averaging method as in previous papers, we obtain the val(4)
(6)
ues of fluctuation contributions h∆EX i and h∆EX i . Inserting these into
Eq. (50), the contributions for the vector spin connection are

35X 3Z 4 − 3Y 2 Z 2 − 5X 2 Z 2 + 3Y 4 − 5X 2 Y 2 + X 4
(4)
ωX =
(55)
5
18(Z 2 + Y 2 + X 2 )
(6)

ωX =

· (δr · δr)2 ,
7X
7

9(Z 2 + Y 2 + X 2 )

· 8Z 6 − 75Y 2 Z 4 − 15X 2 Z 4 − 75Y 4 Z 2 + (56)

300X 2 Y 2 Z 2 − 21X 4 Z 2 + 8Y 6 − 15X 2 Y 4 − 21X 4 Y 2 + 2X 6



· (δr · δr)3 .
These contributions to the spin connection, together with their sum ωX , are
graphed in Fig. 1 with setting δr = 0.2 as used in graphs of preceding papers.
The spin connection terms are positive, while the Coulomb field EX is negative.
The spin connection is more concentrated to the charge centre due to its higher
exponents in the denominator.

Figure 1: X component of Coulomb field and spin connection terms of 4th and
6th order.
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